The Gold Star class memorial honored four ISU students on Saturday in the Great Hall of the Memorial Union. Those honored were Robert Lynn Hodson, who was killed in World War II while navigating the “Fertile Myrtle” to the German Luftwaffe, and James Lee Merrick Jr., who died in the Vietnam War over the Gulf of Tonkin due to control failures.

Fallen alumni honored

By David Garhold

Two new names were added to the title of Gold Star Hall. The Memorial Union honored two alumni who lost their lives in war during the university’s annual Veteran’s Day ceremony on Friday, Nov. 8.

“Both of these individuals have been brave soldiers who served their country. They continued the legacy that stands beyond their college service. The first person to be honored was Robert Lynn Hodson. Maj. James Stephens, assistant professor of air force aerospace studies, read Hodson’s story to the attendees of the ceremony.

Hodson was born in 1910 in Eilon, Iowa. After graduating from Ankeny High School in 1938, he attended Iowa State for two years, studying general engineering before changing his major to engineering and becoming a navigator in the U.S. Army Air Corps in Texas and Missouri. He grew up as a second lieutenant in 1941 and later as a navigator in the U.S. Army Air Corps in 1943.

After Hodson’s death, his wife, Elizabeth, called him “Bombardier,” where he can be seen flying as a second lieutenant in 1941 and later as a navigator in the U.S. Army Air Corps in 1943.

“Before they took off, Hodson sent a telegraph to his wife, telling her to keep him up, a phrase that he was known for among his brothers,” Stephens said. “When they returned from the war, they reenlisted in the U.S. Army Air Corps to serve during World War II.”

Hodson’s wife was promoted to first lieutenant, and a daughter, Bette Hodson, was born during his absence.

“Robert left Iowa to begin his training in the Navy, and he was able to attend the first group of American midshipmen to return to the United States since World War II,” Stephens said.

After graduating from ISU in 1941, Hodson began training as a navigator in the U.S. Army Air Corps in Texas and Missouri. He grew up as a second lieutenant in 1941 and later as a navigator in the U.S. Army Air Corps in 1943.

“Hodson was the best navigator in the Air Force,” Stephens said. “He was so good, on his last mission, he was able to circle the world and come back to the United States. He was able to land the plane safely.”

On Oct. 3, 1968, while returning from a mission over North Vietnam, Hodson was killed in the German Luftwaffe. The main goal is to bring all Indian students to India, which he compared to the United States with Thanksgiving. But families get together, share sweet treats and enjoy the company of loved ones.

“Diwali is a traditional Hindu festival that is celebrated by Hindus and Sikhs all over the world,” said the event coordinator. “It is a time of joy and celebration.”

The Indian Student Association, described as one of the most highly celebrated festivals, students in this state pay for a public higher education," Donley said. “So you can thank your legislatures right here for helping to keep these costs in check and for properly funding higher education to the level it deserves.”

Donley also said Illinois was in the top four in the country with the lowest in the group. Donley was referred to the lowest in the group.

The Illinois State University Research Foundation (ISRF) announced the ISU Phase I grant. The research project focuses on the development of sustainable products using renewable cellulose fiber and biomass polymer composite.

Project Director Dr. Wook-Ki Kim, associate professor of environmental engineering and sustainability, said the grant focuses on sustainability. The grant makes $7,500 to each team for Phase I of the People, Prosperity and Planet: Phase I grant.

The ISU team focused on the development of renewable cellulose fiber and biomass polymer composite.

For a grant from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

The ISU research project is about the development of sustainable products using renewable cellulose fiber and biomass polymer composite.

With the development of these new materials, we can introduce new, regional products to the world and help reduce our carbon footprint.

The ISU team focused on the development of sustainable products using renewable cellulose fiber and biomass polymer composite.
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records.

Calendar

Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the rest of Ames, was cited for underage drinking, 18, of West Des Moines, was cited for
underage drinking, 20, 5615 Lincoln Boulevard. (reported at 3:40 p.m.).

Unidentified male reported being
harassed by an acquaintance at 119 Stanton Avenue (reported at 3:07 a.m.).

Hartmann Medical Center for treatment of a minor foot injury. (reported at 5:47 a.m.).

A person not affiliated with the university was advised to leave the area after being assaulted by an individual.

An officer assisted an individual who was experiencing emotional distress.

An individual reported being assaulted, 1120, 300 block of East Lincoln Way (reported at 1:14 a.m.).

Police Blotter

Monday, Nov. 11, 2013

When: 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Free performance. Where: Martha Ellen Tyre Recital Hall, Music Building

Alpha Delta Pi’s ‘Homecoming 101: Risen from the Dead’ portrays a story of Homecoming traditions dying and with a bit of work, them all being brought back and maintained. "The tradition Continues" was the main theme portrayed during Homecoming and during the skit. Many awards were presented to Friday night’s skit, including Yell Like Hell and Alpha Delta Pi, said she was “so blown away” and that she “wouldn’t change it.”

The participants of Yell Like Hell prepared for their performances by practicing for two hours a day for one week throughout the season. Many awards were presented to Friday night’s skit, including Yell Like Hell and Alpha Delta Pi.

A vehicle driven by Tammy Daniel Cole, 20, 5615 Lincoln Boulevard, was involved in a collision at 119 Stanton Avenue (reported at 5:27 p.m.).

A vehicle driven by Geoffrey Dugan and Christine Coleman were involved in a pedestrian collision at 119 Stanton Avenue (reported at 1:14 a.m.).

A person not affiliated with the university was advised to leave the area after being assaulted by an individual.

A person not affiliated with the university was advised to leave the area after being assaulted by an individual.

Highway Blotters

No weather is enjoyable, and spending time with the rest of the campus or your own website, at www.weatheronline.com
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Mostly cloudy and breezy with a chance of flares.
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January 3rd - January 11th

Cross Country Skiing/Snowboarding in Steamboat Springs, CO

Handing in the southwest January 3rd– January 11th

Winter Excursion to Colorado

FLOOR HOCKEY – CLOSES NOVEMBER 11TH

FOOTBALL DUBBLES – CLOSES NOV. 20TH

SOCCER – INDOOR – CLOSES NOV. 20TH

Book climbing and ziplining Arkansas

November 22nd – 27th

Ski/Snowboard in Steamboat Springs. CO

January 9th – 10th

Ice Climbing and Cross Country Skiing in Colorado

January 3rd – January 11th

Hiking and caving in the southwest January 3rd– January 11th

Winter excursion to Colorado
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An honest truth: Earth is a horrible place

By Danny Schnathorst

It is clear from the videos that the police chase that ended on the ISU campus was serious. TYC Comstock, the driver of the truck, is not a fool at high speeds, endangering everyone who is not in a vehicle.

The public should be outraged by the 2000 incident of an ISU police officer run over by a truck, and there should be such a high-proof standard for such an officer. The Ames Police has used the Ames city council to stymie any police officer罓s chance of survival.

The public should be outraged by the 2000 incident of an ISU police officer run over by a truck, and there should be such a high-proof standard for such an officer. The Ames Police has used the Ames city council to stymie any police officer's chance of survival. The public should be outraged by the 2000 incident of an ISU police officer run over by a truck, and there should be such a high-proof standard for such an officer. The Ames Police has used the Ames city council to stymie any police officer's chance of survival.

Therefore, you can get the “perfect world” picture out of your head because this world is not perfect and never will be. You have to understand that anything can happen at any time. Attacks have happened in some of the biggest cities along with little holes in the veil, but I can guarantee you, that none of us are safe. The gun is a deadly weapon in the hands of the wrong people.

An honest truth: Earth is a horrible place. People are starving and dying. I don’t know about you, but I want to see the perfect world. The world isn’t coming to an end. It’s just coming to a new form. We can play the numbers game for the world isn’t coming to an end. It’s just coming to a new form. We can play the numbers game for the world isn’t coming to an end. It’s just coming to a new form. We can play the numbers game for the world isn’t coming to an end. It’s just coming to a new form. We can play the numbers game for the world isn’t coming to an end. It’s just coming to a new form. We can play the numbers game for the world isn’t coming to an end. It’s just coming to a new form. We can play the numbers game for the world isn’t coming to an end. It’s just coming to a new form. We can play the numbers game for
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game for the world isn’t coming to an end. It’s just coming to a new form.
By Dylan Montez

Iowa State lost the game in the left corner and, with
under six minutes, flopped and fired above the 6-0-9 de-
ference that proved to be his undoing.

The long-range shot sunk through the net, ac-
thom, 1-3 in the 3-point range after
ishing the game at 5-7.

"Yeah," said coach Fred Hoiberg jumping in.

Iowa State's early lead was cut to 4-3-12 with 5:30
ning the Cyclones back to their
season opener. Sunday against
the Iowa State men.

It was much of the same story for the Cyclones who
named the program that is now
those kind of numbers in the
of the rest of the country.

3-pointers lead to weekend sweep

A lost late lead

By Alex Thilbus

By Maddy Arnold
@iowastatedaily.com

Iowa State rotes QBs, loses lead against TCU for 6th straight loss

Iowa State long leads men to victory in season opener

Christofferson totals 32 points, a career high

Sophomore Naz Long shoots a 3-pointer during the men’s basketball opener against UNC-Wilmington on Saturday at Hilton Coliseum. Long was 8-of-11 from the floor.

By Maddy Arnold
@iowastatedaily.com

Iowa State women's basketball team is 3-0 (5-4 Big 12) after a win over Drake on Monday, Nov. 11, 2013.
Hahn's milestone 100th match ends in win over Sooners

Swimming, diving takes 1st defeat of season home opener

Close races, individual bests define team's loss to TCU

by Chris Wolf

Iowa State swimmers and divers were able to find some home opener, nearly a month after the first meet.

Adding to the announcement was the fact that its opponent was a conference foe who they had never faced before. The Cyclones (2-2, 0-1 Big 12) fell to TCU, 167-133, at 3:15 p.m. on Oct. 9 at the Southwestern Athletic Center.

The meet was close from the start, with the Cyclones losing each of their 12 races, except for the 3-meter and 1-meter.

Iowa State underwent a lot of changes before the season that have contributed to their success. Their first victory of the season came against Kansas in a dual meet.

The win was key for the Cyclones as they had lost nine of their 10 previous matches.

After the meet, head coach Jeff Sorenson said, "It was good to see. It was a really hard win. I think moving forward these are the races that stole the show.

The Cyclones had high expectations for their season after an impressive showing in the NCAA Zone events.

"It was good to see," Hahn said of her All-American candidate. "I think that was a positive for us."

"I really wanted to see us do better this year," Sorenson said. "I think we have the talent to do that."

The Cyclones are just one of the many teams that have struggled this season.

Sorenson said, "It's not just about playing volleyball. It's about living the sport. It's about having fun and cheering, knowing that up to this point, she has not thought much more was motivated.

"I think folks are starting to see that," Hahn said. "I think moving forward these are the races that stole the show.
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Fireworks go off behind the Campanile Friday night while hundreds of students gathered to participate in mass Campaniling, a Homecoming tradition.

Philip Martin, department chairman of kinesiology, takes a pie to the face as the winner of the Pie in the Face fundraiser competition. The fundraiser by the College of Human Sciences, featured faculty members competing to raise the most money for the United Way of Story County.

Most faculty members competed to raise the most money for the United Way of Story County.
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**Daily Horoscope**

**Taurus**

**Your Today's Birthday: (May 10-19)**

Venus squares Jupiter today, making it more challenging to focus on your goals. However, if you put in the effort, you can achieve your desired outcome.

**Aries**

**Today's Birthday: (April 20-29)**

Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram.

**Aquarius**

**Today's Birthday: (Jan. 20-29)**

Today's birthday is the water bearer. Today's birthday is the water bearer. Today's birthday is the water bearer. Today's birthday is the water bearer. Today's birthday is the water bearer. Today's birthday is the water bearer. Today's birthday is the water bearer. Today's birthday is the water bearer.

**Sagittarius**

**Today's Birthday: (Nov. 22-21)**

Today's birthday is the Archer. Today's birthday is the Archer. Today's birthday is the Archer. Today's birthday is the Archer. Today's birthday is the Archer. Today's birthday is the Archer. Today's birthday is the Archer. Today's birthday is the Archer.

**Cancer**

**Today's Birthday: (June 21-July 22)**

Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab.

**Capricorn**

**Today's Birthday: (Dec. 22-21)**

Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat.

**Scorpio**

**Today's Birthday: (Oct. 23-22)**

Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion.

**Leo**

**Today's Birthday: (July 23-22)**

Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion.

**Virgo**

**Today's Birthday: (Aug. 23-22)**

Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin.

**Pisces**

**Today's Birthday: (Mar. 21-20)**

Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish.

**Aries**

**Today's Birthday: (Mar. 21-20)**

Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram. Today's birthday is the ram.

**Libra**

**Today's Birthday: (Sept. 23-22)**

Today's birthday is the scales. Today's birthday is the scales. Today's birthday is the scales. Today's birthday is the scales. Today's birthday is the scales. Today's birthday is the scales. Today's birthday is the scales. Today's birthday is the scales.

**Sagittarius**

**Today's Birthday: (Dec. 22-21)**

Today's birthday is the arrow. Today's birthday is the arrow. Today's birthday is the arrow. Today's birthday is the arrow. Today's birthday is the arrow. Today's birthday is the arrow. Today's birthday is the arrow. Today's birthday is the arrow.

**Cancer**

**Today's Birthday: (June 21-July 22)**

Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab. Today's birthday is the crab.

**Capricorn**

**Today's Birthday: (Dec. 22-21)**

Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat. Today's birthday is the goat.

**Scorpio**

**Today's Birthday: (Oct. 23-22)**

Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion. Today's birthday is the scorpion.

**Leo**

**Today's Birthday: (July 23-22)**

Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion. Today's birthday is the lion.
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**Today's Birthday: (Aug. 23-22)**

Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin. Today's birthday is the virgin.

**Pisces**

**Today's Birthday: (Mar. 21-20)**

Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish. Today's birthday is the fish.

**Aquarius**

**Today's Birthday: (Jan. 20-29)**
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